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About This Content

Immerse yourselves in ten minutes of Russian themed music written and composed by Yannick Suess & Robin Birner
exclusively for Europa Universalis IV: Third Rome.

The Rus Awakens contains the following songs:

A Russian Heart

Ivan's Dream

Following The Volga
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Title: Music - Europa Universalis IV: The Rus Awakening
Genre: Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Paradox Development Studio
Publisher:
Paradox Interactive
Franchise:
Europa Universalis
Release Date: 14 Jun, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Windows 7/Windows 8

Processor:Intel® Pentium® IV 2.4 GHz eller AMD 3500+

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:NVIDIA® GeForce 8800 or ATI Radeon® X1900, 512mb video memory required

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:2 GB HD space

Sound:Direct X- compatible soundcard

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

Additional:Controller support: 3-button mouse, keyboard and speakers. Internet Connection or LAN for multiplayer

English,German,French
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I enjoyed this game. Good story line and the puzzles were not too hard. Was a bit sad when I finished it. Would love to see a
second one like it.. Short, retro style game. Although it is nothing special, I will give it thumbs up just because it reminds me
(but only a little) on legendary Contra.. This train is okay, comes with many liveries but it shows it age and some stuff is realy
bad about it.. Hardest game I've ever played. Great experience with a friend! Game is quite short for now (early access), but
offers really nice co-op puzzels already. Looking forward for new (already announced) content.. Fun and Fast Offroad Racing,
which reminds me DIRT 2. It´s Best Milestone Game for Sure. Now Finally with Ultrawide Support.. This is a small simple card
game.
It is not something for hours to play, but i like it.

Cards have skills, strength and HP. You need to fight down the Heros HP to win.

The cards seems to be handdrawn. No big art, but it has its own charme.

And for 99 Cent, come on, the work is defenetly 99 cent worth!!!!. Really well written, beautiful (and addicting) game :). I want
to start off by saying I throughly enjoy this game, as seen in my current playtime. My only concern as of right now is the "end-
game" state. The Arena Crawl seems to be the only end-game, which can hold my attention for a little while, but gets repetitive.
I really hope they add on to this game, and I will be posting quite a bit on the official forums in terms of Suggestions because I
believe that this game is/can be amazing.

Definitely a recommend, even at the current price, looking forward to seeing what the future has to bring.
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This is a fun little hack and slash game. Worth a good, solid 7/10. Of course, for me it is a 9/10, since the game features, like
shared progress among all characters, hit my soft spot.. Game dosen't have a lot of diversity in combat. Building and survial are
decent. Crafting is decent. And the game functions rather well. Still has the standard crashes every now n then. Boss fights are
the Skyrim find-a-exploit kind of combat rather then the Dark souls skill based combat. Overall not a bad game, but could be
much more. I give it 4 one sided fights and a golden shovel.. Some of the craziest environments ever. Very unique. Needs some
additional debugging (like most early access games).. Played it yesterday in 4 player local mode beside 7 other games. This one
was defintely the KING of FUN during that evening!. This story starts out kinda slow, but quickly picks up. The further you get
into the game, the more stuff you can do and find. There's just not many CYOA games like this.

Pros:
-Felt alot longer than 190,000 words.
-Pick initial stats and increase your stats over time.
-Court\/Realm intrigue.
-Immersive.
-Gather and train an army.
-Manage a settlement.
-Large map of different places you can go to and explore.
-Multiple romances.
-Overall your goal is to win the last tournament. Author does a great job of making the stakes really high.
-There is alot of text between decisions, BUT I enjoyed the story so much it didn't matter.
-This is a FULL story, but if you like the world you can continue your story in part 2.

Cons:
-Some things seem like a waste of time.
-Some things aren't well explained, not sure what you're suppose to do.
-Found the ending a bit too sudden, would have liked more buildup or closure.

Overall:
-I have never seen this much effort put into one of these CYOAs. On top of that, it's a good adventure\/coming of age story. I
highly recommend this, worth full price.. Flood of Light is a beautifully hand-drawn 2D puzzle game that serenades the player
with piano music while they travel through a city solving puzzles. Although the game is quite basic in regards to gameplay, the
audio and visuals combine to make a very enjoyable and overall relaxing experience.

My only critiscsm of Flood of Light is that although the game is in English, it is clear that it was not the devs primary language as
there are some small grammatical errors through-out. Not a big deal, just something to keep in mind if you decide to pick it up.

I would recommend Flood of Light to those who enjoy games like Journey and Abz\u00fb, or for someone who wants to relax
after a long day at work or school.. Super fun and addicting. You won't be able to put it down until you smash all those barrels.
Would die another 1000 times!
. Oldie but goldie. Probably one of the few casual fighting games I've played. And for a guy like me who sucks big monkey dongus
at fighting games, a casual fighting game is an admittedly embarrassing breath of fresh air.. this game is unplayable because of lag
ingame.
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